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I'm not sure if  you're anything like me; how the shower is a rabbit hole for falling down through your 
thoughts. Earlier this week I realised that the coming year would be a '6' universal year. I don't know 
very much about numerology but I have been curious about the thematics which link the numerical 
counterparts in the minor arcana. It's the sort of  rabbit hole I might fall down in the middle of  the night. 
Somewhere, I'd never have the opportunity to write any of  it down for future reflection or refinement. 
This time I was in the shower though and I started to construct some pretty dodgy connections between 
the elements that share the 6, then scribbled a schematic for a tarot spread that would replace the 
Venus ones from 2021. And as it would happen, a few days later, I discovered the short discussions 
about the numerical themes in Jessa Crispin's "The Creative Tarot". From this, and some more digging 
around, I could see a mud map of  what the 2022 year could invite us into -- based on the 6's of  the 
minor arcana, and the 6th vertical line of  the major (The Lovers, Death, Judgement).
 I think the most interesting aspect of  researching the 6's was what Crispin has to say about 
the 5's. She writes: "Picture the Fives as a Wall. Instead of  choosing to scale that wall using a ladder or 
maybe some rope, you've decided you can just batter it down with your head. That is the sensation of  
the Fives--of  the obstacle and the not-so-great plan to move it." Hello, 2021.
 For so many across the globe, the wall was built by someone else and no matter the rope, the 
ladder or even the inclusion of  a ridgy-didge rescue helicopter--there was no way of  defying the wall. 
Even those who did not endure months of  lock down (like friends in Sydney and Melbourne) many of  us 
discoverd there were other ways of  being locked in because walls come in all shapes, sizes and guises. 
As we transition between calendar years, and the numerical energy of  each, it might be worth noting 
the wall/s that contained you and how they made you feel. What they kept you from. Cut cords with those 
feelings and losses, then lean into the way you intend to bring the wall down and seed hopes, dreams, 
aspirations and goals for the other side of  the wall, based on what the sixes have to offer.
 So, what of  the 6's? Crispin says: "The sixes are all about journeys. After the feeling of  being 
blocked...you have finally moved...and are able to make progress. Sometimes you'll know where you are 
going and sometimes you will not...To get the most out of  these cards...remember where you've been." 
I hadn't thought about the 6's as a journey before. It is obvious in the swords, but what of  the other 
cards? I also turned to Barbara Moore and Rachel Pollack to refine my suggestions of  what the 6's offer.

•  Cups: A journey away from despair and hopelessness; into the intersection of  
memory and joy.

   * A redefining of  relationships and the role of  the heart.
   *Of  understanding the future in the context of  the past.
   * This is the realm of  core desired feelings, emotional intelligence,  
   inner child work, reparenting ourselves and self  care.

• Wands: A journey away from chaos and uncertainty; into the light opened by the 
hard lessons learned.

   * A redefining of  goals and projects, and the role of  the spirit.
   * Of  building a hearth to protect and nourish the flame.
   * This is the realm of  clean, renewable energy to fuel passion and 
   enthusiasm, of  refilling the creative well and daring to work magick.

• Swords: A journey away from paranoia and anxiety; into the people, places and 
wisdom that offers respite.

   * A resetting of  thought patterns and brain chemistry, and redefining the  
   role of  the mind. 
   * Of  slow incremental change and progress.
   *This is the realm of  narrative rewriting and identity shifting, of  caring for 
   the nervous system and practicing unapologetic boundaries. 

• Pentacles: A journey away from scarcity and separation; into anchored generosity, 
reciprocity and embodied spirituality.

   * A reallocation of  resources and the redefining of  the body.
   * Of  conscious planting and the mindful tending seeds.
   *This is the realm of  gratitude (both given and received), as well as body 
   wisdom, the rebellion of  pleasure and living a magickal life every day.

Being multi-passionate, means building bridges between different areas of  interest and combining them 
in new ways.  As I get closer to finishing up my coach training, I'm excited for the way it will cross-pollinate 
with tarot (you can possibly already see the seeds taking root above) and how the inclusion of  writing 
creates a cornucopia of  healing and expansive opportunities.
 While my new year is still a month away (beginning 1st February with the Chinese New Year) I 
love that I've already got some idea for navigation magick and the possibilities ahead. I hope this helps 
you conceive of  2022 in a way that makes it all your own, regardless of  the prevailing externalities of  
the world.

�he Re�uthored �ife
January 2022
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WALLS AND PICKET FENCES (p.5-8)
This picks up from Vinegar and Wine which I created last year on the urging of  my guides. I believe if  we 
can find light in deepest shadows, then we have the capicity to weather just about any circumstances. 
Sometimes we have to sit and pause, to take stock, to remember how we even did that. Or in tough 
years, to believe there is anything to even celebrate. I think this would be a really interesting spread to 
do with multiple packs. To consider what would the blockage and the blessing of  something like the 8 
of  wands?

THE SIXES (p.11-13)
I loved working with the repeating spreads of  Venus last year. Creating them was one of  my joys each 
month. I wanted to return to something similar and the rabbit hole tumble into the 6's provided that. 
This will evolve, change and deepen over the course of  the year. Each of  the positions is inspired by 
one of  the 6's in the deck--that is the 6 of  wands, cups, swords and pentacles, along with The Lovers, 
Death and Judgement.

MERCURY Rx (29-33)
It's an interesting retrograde period, which starts in Aquarius (fixed air) and moves back into Capricorn 
(cardinal earth). It is likely it will be a period of  two distinct halves -- that flips from the internal spaces 
of  the mind and thoughts/ideas to the external of  the body and the physical world. But with a repeating 
theme or motif. So perhaps expect a journey that begins with spotlighting recalcitrant thought patterns, 
old beliefs that no longer serve or brain chemistry that's called into focus. Then for the trip to take an 
unexpected, sharp turn (a segue that feels more little like whiplash) into ways in which our ability and 
capacity to move forward are called into question, alongside the practical ways we impact the world. Or 
the how we conceive of, care for and move through the world in our bodies. This Mercury Rx is a period 
of  digging into things we have taken for granted. It gifts us space to ask: Is this true? Is this aligned? Is 
this practical? Is this sustainable? What could there be instead?

THE SOLAR MONTHS (p.21-28)
For something a bit different, I've offered the solar months as thematic explorations of  the major arcana 
they are associated with. It felt fitting to include Capricorn (and the Devil) as we extract ourselves out 
of  one year and prepare for the new. You'll need at least two packs to compare and contrast imagery.

MERCURY POSTCARDS (p.36-37)
This is a missive to self  activity! What would you say to you, 11 months off  into the future. What hopes 
and dreams do you have for them? Where do you find yourself  now and envisage it vastly different by 
then. (1) Print off  the sheet. (2) Cut and paste the image/backing onto cardboard. (3) Write to a future 
you. (4) Store it safely until 6 December (Capricorn) and 22 February 2023 (Aquarius).
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1 Saturday 2 Sunday
Mercury (Aquarius)
     5:05pm

3 Monday
New Moon
 B 4:34am
 12° j

  

4 Tuesday
  

5 Wednesday
 

6 Thursday 7 Friday 8 9

10 Mars (Sagittarius)
     7:44pm

11 12 13 14 Mercury Rx
     9:41pm

15 16 

17  18 Full Moon
  B 9:49pm 
  27° d

19  Uranus Direct
     1:57am

20 Sun (Aquarius)
  A 12:33am

21 22 23

24 Mars (Capricorn)
     10:45pm

25 26 Mercury Rx
     Capricorn
     1:09pm

27 28 29 Venus Direct
     6:47pm
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 �anuary
New Moon  
Monday 3rd 4:34am (12° Capricorn) 
Full Moon  
Tuesday 18th 9:49am at (27° Cancer) 
Sun into Aquarius  
Thursday 20th 12:33am

Mars into Capricorn 
Monday 24th at 10:45pm

Venus in Capricorn all month 
Turns direct Saturday 29th 6:47pm

Mercury into Aquarius 
Sunday 2nd 5:05pm // turns retrograde 14th 9:41pm // Capricorn 26th 
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Card 1    2021's Anchor

Card 2    How the anchor translated into tenacity and fortitude

Card 3     How the anchor clarified/focused/centred/grounded

Card 4    Blockages on the spiritual plane

Card 5    Blockages on the physical plane

Card 6    Blockages in the heart space

Card 7    Blockages in the head space

Card 8    Blessings on the spiritual plane

Card 9    Blessings on the physical plane

Card 10  Blessings in the heart space

Card 11  Blessings in the head space

Spread Date:

Decks: �alls & �icket �ences
2021 Review Spread

Constructions of Blockages and Blessings

3

1

2

More than half  a decade ago, I stopped what I called "shitting on the year 
that had shit on me" and "hoping for a better year, next year". In giving this 
habit up, I chose to acknowledge ALL the nuances a difficult year contained, 
rather than fixate on just the hard parts. In embracing this new way of  
thinking, I was able fully appreciate where there had been light in the dark 
and how I had shed, healed and grown in the bleakest bits. It meant that no 
matter how tough the year had been (and believe me, they were tough) I 
stepped into a new year empowered, instead of  as an embittered victim of  
the passing year. It allowed each year to truly be a clean slate.

Walls and picket fences have similar jobs: they are restrictive or protective 
barriers, designed to manage access.Walls though we think of  as defenses 
or related to imprisonment. Picket fences on the other hand harken to 
domestic content and certain suburban ideal. One is functional. The other 
ornamental. They speak to vastly different ends of  the human experience, 

just like 2021. Or brutality and beauty. Of  connection and separation.

4 765

8 11109
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CARD 1 What was your anchor of  2021? Or what came to represent your anchor? CARD 3 How did the anchor clarify/focus/centred/ground your experience?

CARD 2 How was this anchor a source of  tenacity and fortitude? What did it look like?
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CARD 4  What blockages did you experience on the spiritual plane, with magick and serendipity?

CARD 5 What blockages did you experience on the physical plane, in your body and with resources?

CARD 6  What blockages did you experience in relating to others/yourself/in feeling?

CARD 7  What blockages did you experience with patterns of  thought/brain chemistry/ability to think?
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CARD 8  What blessings did you experience on the spiritual plane, with magick and serendipity?

CARD 9 What blessings did you experience on the physical plane, in your body and with resources?

CARD 10 What blessings did you experience in relating to others/yourself/in feeling?

CARD 11 What blessings did you experience with patterns of  thought/brain chemistry/ability to think?
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 �anuary  

Theme or Focus

Medicine Blessings

January's  Narrative Shift
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intentions  projects & ideas 
How do I want to feel this month

My main focus this month 

Something I am looking forward to

Something I am letting go of

Something I am calling in 

What I am grateful for

The story/timelines I am shifting
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Spread Date:

Decks:�he �ixes in �anuary

2

4

7 6

5Card 1 Shedding
Card 2  Choices
Card 3 The Calling
Card 4 Air
Card 5 Water
Card 6 Earth
Card 7 Firet

1 3
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Card 1  What are you shedding (or have shed) as the month begins?

Card 2  What are you being asked to choose between? Is there a third option you cannot see?

Card 3  What is calling to you? If  you ignore it, what happens next?

THE SIXES

Card 4  Air  What difficulties are you moving beyond? Who or what can you turn to for help?

Card 5 Water Which memory are you called to return to and reconsider? 
  How does it inform your expections of  the present and your hope for future?
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Card 6  EARTH  Where is there an imbalance between giving and receiving?
   Who in your life would benefit from you expressing your gratitude for them?

Card 7  FIRE What areas of  your life have been plagued by chaos or uncertainty?
  If  you were to hand some of  the struggle over to Spriti, how could things be 
  different? What ritual would faciliate this?

THE SIXES

TOOLS FOR RESPITE IN AIR

We don't realise that chronic stress changes the structures in our brain to resemble an acquired brain 
injury (ABI). We also don't recognise the symptoms because modern society has normalised them.

The cognitive changes that come with ABI are:

◊    speech and communication problems

◊    memory loss

◊    attention difficulties

◊    poor decision making/lack of  judgement

◊    difficulty remembering or learning new things

The emotional, behaviour and physiological changes include:

◊    depression 

◊    anxiety

◊    poor social skills 

◊    moodswings

◊    exhaustion / fatigue

◊    sleep disturbance

◊    changes in appetite

Brain Rest  (This is hands down my favourite kindness tool for my brain)

Brain rest (also known as eye rest) is simple. It requires 15-30 minutes of  uninterrupted still time. If  
you add in nature, that's brilliant. It's an opportunity to quieten the mind. To simplify things for a short 
period of  time. To give both the brain and the eyes some respite. Since late April 2021, I have spent 
half  an hour on my back verandah, with a cup of  tea, and watched the trees in the distance. This was 
the first intervention that successfully disrupted the brain-body panic spiral I had been stuck in for 
months. It brought relief  I'd given up believing I could access. 
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 endings and beginnings  what no longer serves me

 4 acts of letting go

dark moon retrospective (Pre-Dawn) Saturday 1st - Monday 3rd January
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What door got me here? What door is closing? What door is opening?

dark moon spread
JANUARY
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 new moon blessings  new moon wisdom

capricorn new moon
Monday 3rd December 

at 4:34am AEST
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Spread Date:

Decks:
capricorn new moon

Monday 3rd December 

at 4:34am AEST

2

1

3

4 5

CARD ONE  What do you want to achieve across this lunar cycle?

CARD ONE  What will help your progress?

CARD ONE  What obstacles can you anticipate?
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CARD 5 What is your relationship with hardwork and beliefs around it?
      If  you could buck the hold of  industrial time, how would you 
  structure your day and flow your time?
  What keeps you bound here, and is it true?

CARD 4 How would you define your relationship with ambition? 
     What are the key characteristics of  it?
  Where does your ambition draw its energy from? 
  Does this need to be a more stable or sustainable fuel source?
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 full moon wisdom

What to celebrate

What to forgive

full moon blessings & gratitudes

cancer full moon
Tuesday 18th January at 9:49am AEST
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Spread Date:

Decks:

When is my vulnerability a super power?

Where can I lean into nesting as an extension of  self  care?

What ingrained patterns of  self-protection are non-adaptive now?

Whose kindness has reaffirmed my faith in humanity recently?

How do I feel after I invest in quietness for myself? Why is tenderness hard? What did my family teach me about it?

cancer full moon
Tuesday 18th January at 9:49am AEST
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Version One
What part of  the imagery immediately jumps out at you?

(describe it in your own words, rather than recite the book's)
What is your interpretation of  this?

How does it make you feel?
Where does it land in your body?

 �eep-�iving with �he �evil
Wednesday 20th December - Wednesday 19th January

exploring the month of Capricorn via the Major Arcana

Version Two
What part of  the imagery immediately jumps out at you?
(describe it in your own words, rather than recite the book's)
What is your interpretation of  this?
How does it make you feel?
Where does it land in your body?
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Week One
What walls went up around my life last year?

How did I contribute to their construction or maintenance?
Where did life contract because of  this?

What were my coping mechanisms for this?
 

Week Two
Historically, who have I handed my power over to?
How I have I justified this?
What am I ready to take back as my own?
The first step to claim it, would be?
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Week Four
Where am I afraid to live to my fullest?
What would happen if  I surrendered into a life of  my own design?
What do I love and never give to myself?
Who gives me all the things I deny myself? 

Week Three
When do I feel like I am too much?

When do I feel like I am not enough?
What keeps me beholden to this dictomy that never allows me to thrive?

If  I am me, all of  me, what would I have to sacrifice?
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field notes from the month of Capricorn draw a picture ... build a poem ... collage 
compile a playlist ... collect quotes
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Version One
What part of  the imagery immediately jumps out at you?

(describe it in your own words)
What is your interpretation of  this?

How does it make you feel?
Where does it land in your body?

 �eep-�iving with �he �tar
Thursday 20th January - Friday18th February

exploring the month of Aquarius via the Major Arcana

Version Two
What part of  the imagery immediately jumps out at you?
(describe it in your own words)
What is your interpretation of  this?
How does it make you feel?
Where does it land in your body?
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Week One
What hardships am I healing from in the first month of  2022?

Is there a repeating theme or pattern?
How have I restored after depletion?

What have I learned about myself  that I can take in the depths of  
2022 with me?

 

Week Two
When is my faith stretched threadbare?
How does (has) this impacted my relationship with the support that 
comes from beyond and my trust in it? 
How can I repair or strengthen this relationship?
What can I do to reclaim my magick?
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Week Four
Who are the people I struggle to accept? Why?
What situations do I struggle to accept? Why?
How does this mirror the ways I reject myself?
Where can I enact radical self-acceptance?
What is my first act of  rebellion here?

Week Three
Where have I found inspiration in lightness and ease?

Where have I found inspiration in difficulties and shadows?
How has serendipity changed things for me recently?

What do I have to change to be more open?
What signs let me know I am on the right path?
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field notes from the month of Aquarius draw a picture ... build a poem ... collage 
compile a playlist ... collect quotes
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2

6

4

6

4

1

3

2

7
5

Card 1   The guiding theme/message of  this transit

Card 2   An intuitive decoding of  this message

Card 3    A rational decoding of  this message

Card 4   To review

Card 5   To revisit

Card 6   To remove

Card 7   To reinvent

�ercury � x

Spread Date:

Decks:

Friday 14th January - Friday 4th February

in Aquaurius (air) until 26th Jan

In Capricorn (earth) until 4th Feb
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THE AIR SIDE - until the 25th January

CARD 1 The guiding theme/message/motif  of  this transit.

CARD 2  An intuitive decoding of  this message.

CARD 3   A rational decoding of  this message.
 

CARD 4 To Review.
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CARD 5 To Revisit.

CARD 6 To Remove.

CARD 5 To Reinvent.

INSPIRED ACTION
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THE EARTH SIDE - from the 26th onward

CARD 1 The guiding theme/message/motif  of  this transit.

CARD 2  An intuitive decoding of  this message.

CARD 3   A rational decoding of  this message.
 

CARD 4 To Review.
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CARD 5 To Revisit.

CARD 6 To Remove.

CARD 5 To Reinvent.

INSPIRED ACTION
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Spread Date:

Decks:

12 3

45 6

The Issues Spread 

Card 1  What’s at the core of  the issue for me
Cards 2 & 3 What are the two sides of  the issue
Card 4  What is the pay off  for staying stuck here
Card 5  What dialogue do I need to engage in
Card 6  What intentional action will assist in finding 
  peace/resolution/ease/a new perspective
         

 a toolkit resource 
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THE ISSUES SPREAD

Card 4  What is the pay off  for staying stuck here?

Card 5  What dialogue do I need to engage in? And why?

Card 6  What intentional action will assist in finding peace/resolution/ease/a new perspective?

Card 1  What is at the core of  the issue for me?

Card 2  The first side of  the issue.

Card 3  What is the other side of  the issue.



PAGE 36 – THE LYRICAL SONGBOOK  JANUARY 2018

this is longer than she has

ever dared to dwell

within her dreams

closing around her own

uncertainty

she remembers

her battle with the shadow

the way someone would

if searching their memory

for a likeness

she keeps the flame inside her safe

she shines through

isn’t she the traitor now?
Photo: Paolo  Roversi  |  Poem: Jodi Cleghorn  |  Text: This Is How You Lose The Time War

Mercury Postcard: Capricorn
December 13th - January 2nd // January 26th - February 15th
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I’d ask the Chaos Oracle

but imperfect systems decay

mulch for the more perfect

future’s seed

relying on metaphors

I confess I don’t entirely know

Joke as I might, I see the value

It’s been too long since my last letter

Photo: Paolo  Roversi  |  Poem: Jodi Cleghorn  |  Text: This Is How You Lose The Time War

Mercury Postcard: Aquarius
January 3rd - 25th // February 16th - March 10th
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 3rd  - Sunday 9th
�anuary
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 10th - Sunday 16th
�anuary
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 17th - Sunday 23rd
�anuary
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 24th - Sunday 30th
�anuary
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 What will help me this week?  gratitudes  & good things 

 random acts of wisdom

weekly ritual

Monday 31st January - Sunday 6th February
�anuary
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 cartomancy thoughts  projects & ideas
END OF M

ONTH
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 physical health & wellnessnarrative shift
END OF M

ONTH
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 emotional health & wellness  mental health & wellness
END OF M

ONTH
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 creativity & self-expression
END OF M

ONTH

wealth, abundance & prosperity
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END OF M

ONTH

magick & ritual spiritual health & wellness


